
Canadian Fence Supply: Your Trusted Provider of ANNT Residential Security Solutions

Canadian Fence Supply is proud to be an authorized distributor of ANNT's residential product line, offering an
exclusive range of high-security solutions for your home. As a renowned leader in security systems, ANNT's
residential products are designed to blend seamlessly into your domestic environment, offering both aesthetic
appeal and unparalleled protection. Our collaboration with ANNT ensures that homeowners have access to the
latest innovations in residential security, from advanced bollard systems to cutting-edge perimeter defenses.

At Canadian Fence Supply, we understand the importance of safeguarding your family and property. That's
why we have carefully selected ANNT's residential range, known for its durability, reliability, and ease of use.
Whether you're looking to enhance the security of your driveway, garden, or entire property, our
knowledgeable team can guide you through ANNT's diverse product offerings, ensuring you find the perfect
solution for your unique needs.

Join us in experiencing the peace of mind that comes with ANNT's trusted security products, brought to you by
Canadian Fence Supply. Protect your home with the best, and step into a safer tomorrow.

Scroll down to check out residential product offerings! 
Request A Quote

Residential Bollard SolutionsResidential Bollard Solutions
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Stainless Steel Manual Retractable Bollard

This is ANNT’s most popular residential bollard. 

Fully retractable
Made of 316ss
Tubular locking system
Anti-tampering screws on the top plate,
preventing unwanted entry into the bollard.
Always in stock

 

Installation guide and a demonstration of the product.

Bollard pit
Embedded approx 48" below grade

Stainless steel bollard (35.5"H)

Ground level

Request A Quote

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3aBVAzi2Qu4
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3D rendering of the product 

Product Demo

Bollard
Control Panel

Top view of bollard
(in down position)

ANNT AE4536RTSS Automatic Bollard

Primary Use: Residential projects
Installation: Simple process with a small footprint
Purpose: Securing vehicles and protecting assets
Material: Constructed using 304 stainless steel
Usage Frequency: Developed for medium frequency use (100 cycles per day)
Durability: Robust and corrosion-resistant
Security: Designed to prevent vehicle theft
Operation: Easily operated by key fob or cell phone app
Temperature Rating: Rated to withstand temperatures as low as -40C
Convenience: Most convenient solution for residential security needs
Electrical: Low voltage cable - minimal excavation is required from bollard to panel

Request A Quote

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpjpQdteeps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vddpQr91EA
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Stainless Steel Removable Bollard

Features: Equipped with internal locking hardware
Accessibility: Provides quick and easy access to restricted areas
Design: Elevated key-access to prevent dirt and debris accumulation
Usage: Physically removed and stored in a garage or vehicle for exit
Application: Ideal for scenarios where removal is required less than 1-2 times per day

Bollard Receiver Plate for when
bollard is removed

Request A Quote
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Stainless Steel Fixed Bollard 
 

 Installation: Designed for easy and secure embedding in concrete
Features: Offers robust installation options
Versatility: Available with a variety of alternative mountings
Usage: Often used alongside a retractable bollard
Purpose: Aids in closing off vulnerable areas

Stainless steel bollard (35.5"H)

Approx 8" below grade is embedded

Ground level

Request A Quote
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Construction: High-quality 316 grade stainless steel
Diameter: 4.5" O.D. with a base diameter of 6.3"
Finish: #6 satin finish
Resistance: High resistance to corrosion and weathering
Suitability: Ideal for modern buildings or landscapes
Installation: Generally installed into concrete
Functionality: Similar to the Stainless Steel Fixed Bollard

Stainless Steel Bolt-Down Bollard

Anchors go here

Plate to cover
the anchors

canadianfencesupply@outlook.com

www.canadianfencesupply.ca

705-408-0696 office

705-955-1845-Direct
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